
MIDDLE FLOOR APARTMENT IN FUENGIROLA
Fuengirola

REF# R4763518 – 725.000 €

3

Beds

2

Baths

161 m²

Built

26 m²

Terrace

Magnificent apartment for sale with stunning sea views, located on the wonderful Paseo Marítimo de
Fuengirola. It is located in a small community of only 17 homes, which guarantees privacy and tranquility.
The property has an area of ??140m2 perfectly distributed. It consists of three bright bedrooms with built-in
wardrobes and access to small balconies with sea views, and two bathrooms. From a spacious living-dining
room we access a 26m terrace, transformed into a versatile and cozy space thanks to the glass curtains that
the owner has installed to enjoy a warm atmosphere all year round, making the most of its space and
allowing entry of natural light to the rest of the rooms. Its spacious and fully equipped American kitchen is
integrated with the living room, offering an intelligent design of the space, with a peninsula designed to enjoy
long breakfasts. It has been recently renovated and equipped with high-end appliances and a laundry area.
The apartment has marble floors, heating and air conditioning in all rooms. Located in the heart of
Fuengirola, it offers all the services at your fingertips, leisure and restaurants, marina. A few meters from
public transport, train station that connects the entire coast from Malaga to Fuengirola and bus service. This
first floor apartment offers the best in terms of comfort, style and stunning views of the Mediterranean Sea.
The contemporary style decoration gives it a modern and elegant touch. Don't miss the opportunity to
acquire this incredible apartment and enjoy all its advantages. Contact us for more information!
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